
This is my strange 5-level split that looks tiny from the street but somehow 

manages to hold its own as a 4-bedroom, 2-bath retreat built into a hill 

overlooking the Hudson River.

Enjoy this ‘before and after’ tour of recent interior renovations.

Welcome to 

9 Haymont Terrace



Before: This was the entryway, which opened immediately into a choppy 

hallway that had more doors than wall space and contained four closets. Four!



After: One closet was converted into a mini-mud room, making the foyer 

functional and pretty. New trim was added everywhere, allowing the 

multiple doorways to serve as architectural features. Even the cold air 

return grille got a makeover.



Before: This foyer felt more like an 

entrance from a garage.

After: Now it’s warm and welcoming. 

The storm door was upgraded to a 

full-view model, allowing lots of light.



Before: Dated slate flooring didn’t 

help this cramped and uninviting 

entrance. And, two railings??

After: The floor was painted to blend 

in with the existing hardwood, and 

one railing was removed.



Before: This closet was redundant 

and lacked both storage and class.

After: Now the foyer seems 

much wider.



Before: This room was immediately off the foyer to the left and 

faced the street. It was hard to tell what its purpose was, besides 

being ugly.



After: For now, it’s serving as a (tiny) Master Bedroom.



Before: The louvered doors suggested a laundry room, while the 

bay window was more suitable for a living room.



After: The doors are the same, just improved with new solid wood panels, paint, 

trim, and hardware. The bed throw doubles as a blackout curtain that Velcros

into place, covering the bay window for sleeping.



Before: The wall cut-out was a mystery, but it was wired with an 

electrical outlet. So…



After: …a TV seemed appropriate. The valance covers the cable box.



After: Here’s the room again, all blacked out and ready for sleep. The bed throw 

seen here is a weighted blanket which works better than Ambien.



Before: Nothing was salvageable in 

this bathroom just off the entryway.

After: A complete overhaul turned 

this into an elegant space. Keeping 

the elements in the same location 

saved money on plumbing.



After: A second shower head on a 

sliding bar provides options, and 

the hose was placed low enough 

to permit dog washing.



After: Bathroom wisdom, from some old friends: Doris, Lucy, Myrna, 

and Audrey.



Before: Ugly duckling. After: Swan.



Before: Off to the right of the entry was a very blue bedroom. Everything was 

painted over: vent covers, outlet and switch plates, trim. Soiled carpet covered 

hardwood that didn’t match the rest of the house. In a word: hideous.



After: The dark blue walls had to be primed twice, and the carpet was torn up 

and replaced. New trim, paint, and lighting made it sparkle.



Before: The closet in the corner technically made this a bedroom.



After: But since this was being used as an office, the closet doors were 

removed and shelves installed to make it an open, functional space.



Before



After



Before: Closets are boring, but 

this ‘Brady Bunch’ shelf-

papered gem just off the foyer  

is worth mentioning. Note the 

homemade laundry chute, 

comprised of a green plastic 

wastebasket nailed into place 

in a hole cut in the floor.



After: New boards were cut and 

trimmed out for shelving, and 

the hole was covered with a 

removable panel in case access 

is needed someday. Because 

you never know.



Before: The interior slab doors in 

this house were probably original, 

but they were in great shape.

After: Every door was removed, 

sanded, painted, and embellished 

with simple trim and new hardware. 

What a difference.



Before: Climbing a short flight of 

stairs led to a second bathroom that 

was even smaller than the first. And 

uglier.

After: Once again, the elements 

were kept in place, just upgraded. 

The overhead light is also an 

exhaust fan.



After: Installing a large mirror 

helped the room feel more 

spacious.



Before: The original blue tub was in perfect condition, so it was left 

intact while new plumbing and tile went up around it. Plus we 

didn’t think it would fit through the door anyway.



After: The tub was re-glazed to 

blend in with the new color 

scheme. Oversized subway tile 

help lower the number of grout 

lines. And the niche is the exact 

height for shampoo bottles.



Before: Also on the top floor, this boring but decently-sized bedroom 

sat waiting for some style.



After: The ceiling was in good shape, so it wasn’t painted. (See? I can leave 

some things alone.)



Before



After



Before: Another boring bedroom with good bones sat across the hall.



After: Upgraded trim and hardware along with paint and cozy furnishings made 

this an inviting room for guests.



Before



After



Before: Heading back down through the foyer to the main living area takes you 

into the living room and kitchen. Luckily the hardwood floors were in good 

shape.



After: Furniture placement was tricky, and this arrangement wasn’t optimal. 

But it seems to flow.



Before: You could play ‘guess what furniture went here?’ from the 

outlines left behind on the dirty walls.



After: The goal was to arrange seating aimed towards the TV as well as the 

westward facing large bay window.



Before: Notice the thermostat stuck thoughtfully in the middle of the 

wall.



After: The electrician was able to move it for me, making room for a small 

gallery wall of my mom’s paintings.



Before: The kitchen was very brown and gold. But the layout was 

perfectly fine, and the stainless appliances and black granite 

countertop were in good condition. So…



After: …all it needed was (a lot of) paint. Even the “beam” got hit up with some 

faux wood paint action. And there was just enough space for a tiny, wheeled 

island. Thanks, Wayfair!



Before: The backsplash was beveled subway tile, left ungrouted for 

some reason. 



After: Painting it the color of the cabinets and using caulk to fill in the grout 

lines helped it blend right in.



Before: The house was too small for a formal dining room, so the eat-

in nook would have to suffice.



After: An insane amount of furniture actually fit into this small space. The table 

seats seven comfortably.



Before: The cabinets were in good shape, and the drawers already 

had soft close slides installed.



After: Soft close dampers were added to the cabinet doors, making this a slam-

proof kitchen. All the hardware was upgraded to inexpensive Lucite and 

polished nickel handles.



Before: The bay window was practically falling off the end of the house, 

causing the two side windows to become out-of-square and resulting in 

some pretty serious drafts in the winter.



After: Pella installed two new side windows and jacked up the entire structure 

to make it level and square again. Yah, Pella!



Before: The door to the deck barely let in any light, and the kitchen 

sink window had a bar running smack down the middle of the view.



After: A new entry door and full-view window above the sink let in tons of 

natural light.



Before: This was a very uninspiring space.



After: Now it’s gorgeous.



After: The door leading to the 

lower levels seemed a fun 

place to hang this.



Before: In this house, the basement isn’t the lowest level: it’s a 

short flight down from the living room. Doesn’t this laundry area 

look like a scene from a sci-fi horror movie? Is that thing on the 

left going to come to life?



After: The old boiler was removed and sturdy storage shelves 

installed in its place. The non-working chandelier serves as a 

drying rack for lightweight items. This space is temporary, as I 

have big plans for a much nicer laundry room…upstairs.



Before: Extra refrigerators consume a lot of energy. This one was 

removed and disposed of to make room for a more practical use of 

the space.



After: This old workbench was sitting at the other end of the 

basement but fit perfectly when drug into place here. All it needed 

was a custom paint can lid sign.



Before: Continuing down to the final level, this walk-out space had plenty of 

natural and artificial light. But it felt dingy and dark.



After: New flooring, paint, and trim freshened things up 

considerably. But the cheapest fix was swapping out the black 

baffles in the recessed lights for white ones.



Before: The boiler previously seen in the basement provided baseboard heat to 

just this room, but no A/C.



After: The boiler and baseboard units were removed, and a mini-

split was installed which provides on-demand heat and A/C just for 

this space.

Mini-split



Before: Old carpet was hiding linoleum tiles and a bonus sump 

pump. The tiles were glued to concrete.



After: The installer poured leveler over the tiles and laid a floating 

hardwood floor down. This space now functions as a family room 

and sewing studio. The door in the back leads to the garage.

Garage



Renovation Details:

 The same paint colors were used throughout the entire 

house for the walls/ceilings (Ben Moore Everlasting)

and trim (Ben Moore Wood Ash). The light and

furnishings in each room make the colors appear

subtly different.

 Painting all the trim off-white allowed the 

maximum amount of natural light into the 

house.

 In most cases, the ceiling was painted the same

color as the walls to make the not-quite-8-

foot-high rooms appear a little taller.

 The two elements that had the most impact 

were paint and trim.

 The trim style was chosen for its ease of 

installation; only straight cuts were needed to 

achieve the farmhouse look.

 Flooring and electrical came in second and third 

behind the bathroom renovations as most costly.

 All the closets were painted and shelving was upgraded

to solid wood with trim.
 Every switch was replaced to match, because in older houses, switches become 

mismatched over time.

 Most of the outlets weren’t grounded and had to be replaced.

 All switch plate and outlet covers were replaced to match.

 All door hardware was replaced to match (including hinges and strike plates).



Thank you for visiting 

9 Haymont Terrace

And stay tuned for Phase 2: The Exterior (once I hit Powerball)


